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Chirality is, generally speaking, the property of an object that can be classiﬁed as left- or right-handed.
Though it plays an important role in many branches of science, chirality is encountered less often in con-
tinuum mechanics, so most classical material models do not account for it. In the context of elasticity, for
example, classical elasticity is not chiral, leading different authors to use Cosserat elasticity to allow mod-
elling of chiral behaviour.
Gradient elasticity can also model chiral behaviour, however this has received much less attention than
its Cosserat counterpart. This paper shows how in the case of isotropic linear gradient elasticity a single
additional parameter can be introduced that describes chiral behaviour. This additional parameter,
directly linked to three-dimensional deformation, can be either negative or positive, with its sign indicat-
ing a discrimination between the two opposite directions of torsion. Two simple examples are presented
to show the practical effects of the chiral behaviour.
 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
The term ‘‘chirality’’ was introduced by Kelvin (1904, p. 619),
who gave the following deﬁnition:
I call any geometrical ﬁgure, or group of points, chiral, and say
that it has chirality if its image in a plane mirror, ideally real-
ized, cannot be brought to coincide with itself. Two equal and
similar right hands are homochirally similar. Equal and similar
right and left hands are heterochirally similar [. . .] Any chiral
object and its image in a plane mirror are heterochirally similar.
Chirality is a concept encountered in different branches of
mathematics and physics, in biology and most of all in chemistry,
where it is the subject of the journals Chirality and Tetrahedron:
Asymmetry. A detailed description of molecular chirality is given
by Mislow (1999), while Cintas (2007) provides a history of both
the concept of chirality and the term itself, again focusing on
chemistry.
In continuum mechanics, a chiral material (also known as non-
centrosymmetric, acentric, or hemitropic) is a material whose
behaviour is not invariant with respect to inversion (that is, to
change of sign of all coordinates). For an overview of chirality in
mechanics, see for example Lakes (2001), Natroshvili and Stratis
(2006) and the references contained therein. It should however
be noted that chirality is often ignored in mechanics, since many
materials do not exhibit it and, conversely, many commonmaterial
models, including the classical theory of linear elasticity, cannotll rights reserved.describe it (see however the discussion of Fraldi and Cowin
(2002) concerning chiral anisotropic linear elasticity).
It is therefore common to use Cosserat (or micropolar) elasticity
(Cosserat and Cosserat, 1909; Eringen, 1966) to introduce chirality
in the context of elasticity (see Lakes and Benedict, 1982; Lakes,
2001; Natroshvili and Stratis, 2006 and references therein). In iso-
tropic linear Cosserat elasticity, chirality introduces three addi-
tional parameters for a total of nine material parameters. The
importance of such models is that they can reproduce microstruc-
tural effects due to the chirality of the micro-structure, mainly in
engineered or biological materials.
Gradient elasticity (Toupin, 1962; Mindlin, 1964; Mindlin and
Eshel, 1968) can also describe chiral behaviour, yet this aspect
has seen much less interest than chiral Cosserat elasticity. Toupin
(1962) introduces a rank-ﬁve rotary tensor related to wave polari-
sation, a result later used in other works discussing acoustic activ-
ity. Maranganti and Sharma (2007) also consider non-
centrosymmetric gradient-elasticity and its relation to a ﬁfth-order
tensor in the context of wave propagation. A different kind of chi-
rality, related to a sixth-order tensor, is given by Auffray et al.
(2009) for bi-dimensional anisotropic gradient elasticity. There
has been however no general presentation of the concept of chiral-
ity in three-dimensional gradient elasticity and its effects for the
static, mechanical behaviour.
This paper presents the case of isotropic linear gradient elastic-
ity, showing how chirality is present in its general formulation un-
less, as done by Mindlin (1964), centrosymmetric behaviour is
explicitly imposed. An important property of the resulting model
is that chiral behaviour is controlled by a single material parame-
ter, in contrast to the three additional material parameters
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either positive or negative, but its absolute value is bounded by
the requirement for positive deﬁniteness of the potential energy
density.
A second interesting property of the model is that the chiral
behaviour is related to the gradient of the rotation and is therefore
directly linked to the presence of torsion. This makes it necessary
to consider problems of three-dimensional deformation. Two such
problems, the torsion of a hollow cylinder and the mode III crack,
are presented in this paper.
Recently, gradient elasticity has been proposed to model the
behaviour of carbon nanotubes (Zhang et al., 2004; Wang and
Hu, 2005; Wang and Wang, 2007)1. Due to their structure, carbon
nanotubes may also exhibit geometrical chirality, which affects their
mechanical behaviour (see e.g. Duan et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2010).
It is therefore conceivable that the chirality of the gradient-elastic
model, which is presented in this paper, can be related to the geo-
metric chirality of the nanotube and its effect on the mechanical
behaviour.
The structure of the paper is as follows: the necessary concepts
concerning isotropic tensors and pseudo-tensors are presented in
Section 2. Section 3 presents the main concepts of linear gradient
elasticity used in this paper, as well as the restriction to the isotro-
pic case. In comparison to the usual, centrosymmetric case, an
additional material parameter is introduced, that is shown in Sec-
tion 4 to introduce chiral behaviour. Section 5 gives the stress–
strain relations in tensor form but also in matrix form, the latter
providing a clearer picture of the way the stress–strain relation is
modiﬁed by the introduction of chirality. As a simple example, Sec-
tion 6 shows the chiral behaviour of a cylinder under torsion, giv-
ing both an analytical and a numerical solution. A second example,
the mode III crack, is also solved numerically. Finally, Section 7 pre-
sents the main conclusions.
2. Isotropic tensors
This section presents brieﬂy the properties of isotropic tensors
and pseudo-tensors that will be used in this paper. A more detailed
description of the relevant theory can be found in books on tensor
algebra (e.g. Borisenko and Tarapov, 1979; Temple, 2004). To avoid
confusion, a clear distinction is made in this paper between tensors
and pseudo-tensors by using the term ‘‘tensor’’ only with its usual
meaning (i.e. what is sometimes called a polar tensor) while never
using it to refer to pseudo-tensors. Indicial notation is used, with
indices i, j, . . . ,p,q ranging from 1 to 3 and repeated indices indicat-
ing summation. Only Cartesian (pseudo-) tensors are considered,
so no distinction is made between covariant and contravariant
components.
An isotropic tensor is a tensor that is invariant under rotation.
All rank-zero tensors (i.e. scalars) are isotropic, while there are
no isotropic rank-one tensors (i.e. vectors). Similarly, isotropic
pseudo-tensors are invariant under rotation, all pseudo-scalars
are isotropic but there are no isotropic pseudo-vectors.
The only isotropic rank-two tensor is the Kronecker delta dij
(and its multiples). The product of two isotropic tensors is also
an isotropic tensor; indeed there are only three linearly indepen-
dent isotropic tensors of rank four, which can be written as prod-
ucts of two Kronecker deltas. The generic form of an isotropic
rank-four tensor is therefore
cijkl ¼ c1dijdkl þ c2dikdjl þ c3dildjk ð1Þ1 It should be noted that these references use the term ‘‘non-local elasticity’’,
however the actual models used are strain gradient models.Similarly, there are ﬁfteen linearly independent rank-six tensors,
which can be written as products of three Kronecker deltas, so
the generic form of an isotropic rank-six tensor is
aijklmn ¼ a1dijdkldmn þ a2dijdkmdln þ a3dijdkndlm þ a4dikdjldmn
þ a5dikdjmdln þ a6dikdjndlm þ a7dildjkdmn þ a8dimdjkdln
þ a9dindjkdlm þ a10dildjmdkn þ a11dimdjldkn þ a12dindjldkm
þ a13dildjndkm þ a14dimdjndkl þ a15dindjmdkl ð2Þ
The only isotropic rank-three pseudo-tensor is the permutation
pseudo-tensor eijk (and its multiples). Since eijk is an isotropic pseu-
do-tensor, then its product with the isotropic tensor dlm is also an
isotropic pseudo-tensor. Ten such outer products can be formed,
since permutation of the indices of eijk at most changes the sign
while permutation of the indices of dlm does not change anything.
These can be written as
feijkdlm; eilkdjm; eimkdjl; ejlkdim; ejmkdil;
elmkdij; eijldmk; eijmdlk; eilmdjk; ejlmdikg
ð3Þ
Boyle and Matthews (1971) show that any group of four products in
Eq. (3) where the d have a common index (e.g. the last four products
all have k as index of d) can be written as a linear combination of the
remaining six products. There are therefore only six linearly inde-
pendent products in (3), so that the generic form of the isotropic
rank-ﬁve pseudo-tensor can be written as
fijklm ¼ f1eijkdlm þ f2eilkdjm þ f3eimkdjl þ f4ejlkdim þ f5ejmkdil
þ f6elmkdij ð4Þ
where f1, . . . , f6 are arbitrary coefﬁcients. Note that if all the coefﬁ-
cients f1, . . . , f6 in Eq. (4) are pseudo-scalars instead of scalars, then
fijklm is an isotropic rank-ﬁve tensor.
3. Gradient elasticity
3.1. Linear gradient elasticity
A detailed description of gradient elasticity and the derivation
of its equations is given by Mindlin (1964) and Mindlin and Eshel
(1968). This section therefore only presents the basic points
needed in the present paper, for the static, small strain case in
Cartesian coordinates. Three different forms of gradient elasticity
are usually formulated which are equivalent, so it is generally only
necessary to consider one of them. Both form II and form III will be
used here, however, to better emphasise some aspects of the intro-
duction of chiral behaviour.
Consider a body subject to a displacement ﬁeld ui. In form II of
gradient elasticity the kinematic quantities are the strain ij and
the strain gradient j^ijk deﬁned as
ij ¼ 12 ðui;j þ uj;iÞ; j^ijk ¼ jk;i ð5Þ
The potential energy density function is in this case
W^ ¼ W^ ij; j^ijk
  ð6Þ
and its variation introduces the stresses sij ¼ @W^=@ij and double
stresses l^ijk ¼ @W^=@j^ijk which are energy conjugate to the strains
and strain gradients, respectively.
For form III, the kinematic quantities are the strain ij, the gra-
dient of the rotation jij and the fully symmetric part of the second
gradient of the displacement jijk, deﬁned as
ij ¼ 12 ðui;j þ uj;iÞ; jij ¼
1
2
ejlkuk;li;
jijk ¼ 13 ðuk;ij þ ui;jk þ uj;kiÞ
ð7Þ
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W ¼ Wðij; jij; jijkÞ ð8Þ
and its variation introduces the static quantities sij; lij and lijk, en-
ergy conjugate to ij; jij and jijk, respectively.
In linear gradient elasticity, W^ and W are given by the general
forms
W^ ¼ 1
2
c^ijklijkl þ f^ ijklmj^ijklm þ 12 a^ijklmnj^ijkj^lmn ð9Þ
W ¼ 1
2
cijklijkl þ 12
dijkljij jkl þ 12 aijklmn
jijkjlmn þ bijklijjkl
þ f ijklmjijjklm þ gijklmijjklm ð10Þ
where the tensors c^ijkl; f^ ijklm; a^ijklmn and cijkl; dijkl; aijklmn; bijkl;f ijklm; gijklm
form two alternative sets of material parameters. Taking into ac-
count various symmetry requirements for these tensors, the num-
ber of independent material parameters is respectively 21, 108,
171 for c^ijkl; f^ ijklm; a^ijklmn and 21, 36, 55, 48, 80, 60 for cijkl; dijkl;
aijklmn; bijkl;f ijklm; gijklm, for a total of 300 independent material param-
eters in either case.
Considering form II, Giannakopoulos et al. (2006) prove the rec-
iprocity theorem for linear gradient elasticity for the case where
f^ ijklm ¼ 0, while Georgiadis and Grentzelou (2006) give a similar re-
sult for form I. The proof for the case f^ ijklm – 0 is given by Papani-
colopulos (2008) and independently by Agiasoﬁtou and Lazar
(2009), showing that there is no reason to consider a priori the
term f^ ijklm as introducing a different material behaviour.
3.2. Isotropic linear gradient elasticity
To obtain a form II isotropic linear gradient elasticity, the
c^ijkl; f^ ijklm and a^ijklmn tensors must all be isotropic. Using the general
forms of isotropic tensors (1) and (2) and taking into account the
symmetries of ij and j^ijk we obtain
c^ijklijkl ¼ kiijj þ 2lijij ð11Þ
a^ijklmnj^ijkj^lmn¼2 a^1j^iikj^kjjþ a^2j^kiij^kjjþ a^3j^iikj^jjkþ a^4j^ijkj^ijkþ a^5j^ijkj^jik
 
ð12Þ
Considering f^ ijklm as an isotropic rank-ﬁve tensor, as discussed in
Section 2, and taking again into account the symmetries of ij and
j^ijk we obtain
f^ ijklmj^ijklm ¼ ðf1eijkdlm þ f2eilkdjm þ f3eimkdjl þ f4ejlkdim
þ f5ejmkdil þ f6elmkdijÞj^ijklm
¼ ðf2 þ f3Þeilkj^ijkjl ¼ ðf2 þ f3Þeiklj^ijkjl
¼ 2f^ eiklj^ijkjl ð13Þ
where we have set f^ ¼ ðf2 þ f3Þ=2. Since f1, . . . , f6 are arbitrary
pseudo-scalar coefﬁcients, f^ is also a pseudo-scalar, whose meaning
will be considered later.
The potential energy density is then rewritten as
W^ ¼ 1
2
kiijj þ lijij þ a^1j^iikj^kjj þ a^2j^kiij^kjj þ a^3j^iikj^jjk
þ a^4j^ijkj^ijk þ a^5j^ijkj^jik þ 2f^ eiklj^ijkjl ð14Þ
Similar calculations for form III, taking into account that ij is sym-
metric, jij is traceless jii ¼ 0ð Þ and jijk is fully symmetric, give the
value of W for the isotropic case
W ¼ 1
2
kiijj þ lijij þ 2d1jijjij þ 2d2jij jji þ 32 a1
jiikjjjk
þ a2jijkjijk þ f eijkjij jkll þ 2bijjij ð15Þ
where the term b is derived from the term bijkl in Eq. (10), by com-
putations similar to those in Eq. (13) that derive f^ from f^ ijklm.In Eqs. (14) and (15), the last term is an additional one which
does not appear in the usual, non-chiral formulation. This term
introduces one additional material parameter which, as will be
seen in Section 4, introduces chirality in the material behaviour.
Comparing the last terms in Eqs. (14) and (15) and noting that
eiklj^ijkjl ¼ ijjij we obtain the relation
b ¼ f^ ð16Þ
Limits on the possible values of b (and f^ ) are imposed by the
requirement for positive deﬁniteness of W . Consider the following
decomposition of the kinematic quantities of Form III:
ij ¼ sij þ dij; jij ¼ jdij þ jaij; jijk ¼ jsijk þ jdijk ð17Þ
where
sij ¼
1
3
ppdij; dij ¼ ij  sij; jdij ¼ jðijÞ; jaij ¼ j½ij
jsijk ¼
1
5
jilldjk þ jjlldik þ jklldij
 
; jdijk ¼ jijk  jsijk
ð18Þ
Substituting into Eq. (15) yields
W ¼ 1
2
ð3kþ 2lÞsijsij þ ldijdij þ 2ðd1 þ d2Þjdijjdij
þ 2ðd1  d2Þjaijjaij þ
1
2
5a1 þ 2a2ð Þjsijkjsijk þ a2 jdijkjdijk
þ f eijkjaijjskll þ 2bdij jdij ð19Þ
This equation yields the necessary and sufﬁcient conditions for po-
sitive deﬁniteness of W . Besides the seven conditions given by
Mindlin and Eshel (1968)
l > 0; 3kþ 2l > 0; d1 þ d2 > 0;
a2 > 0; 5a1 þ 2a2 > 0; d1  d2 > 0;
5f 2 < 6ðd1  d2Þð5a1 þ 2a2Þ
ð20Þ
the second, third and eighth terms of (19) yield the additional
condition
b2 < 2lðd1 þ d2Þ ð21Þ
or, for form II,
3f^ 2 < lð2a^4  a^5Þ ð22Þ3.3. Comparison with the ‘‘gradient elasticity with surface energy’’
model
Based on early work by Casal (1961), Vardoulakis et al. (1996)
proposed a model of anisotropic linear gradient elasticity with sur-
face energy. In its most general form, this model is a linear gradient
elasticity where, using a form II formulation, f^ ijklm – 0 and
f^ ijklm ¼ f^ ilmjk.
Both the model introduced in this paper and the surface-energy
model are linear gradient elastic models whose potential energy
density function includes products of ﬁrst and second derivatives
of the displacements (in form II this means f^ ijklm – 0). The two
models, however, are clearly not related: the model introduced in
this paper is isotropic, does not have surface energy and (as will
be shown in Section 4) exhibits chiral behaviour.
Considering the term of the potential energy density in Eq. (9)
that depends on f^ ijklm, we calculate
W^f  f^ ijklmj^ijklm
¼ 1
2
ððf^ ijklmjklmÞ;i  f^ ijklm;ijklm  ðf^ ijklm  f^ ilmjkÞjklm;iÞ ð23Þ
The potential energy in a volume V bounded by a surface Swith unit
normal vector ni is then given, using the divergence theorem, by
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Z
V
W^f dV ¼ 1
2
Z
S
nif^ ijklmjklm dS
 1
2
Z
V
f^ ijklm;ijklm þ f^ ijklm  f^ ilmjk
 
jklm;i
 
dV ð24Þ
Eq. (24) shows that, assuming f^ ijklm is non-zero and spatially
constant, the symmetry f^ ijklm ¼ f^ ilmjk is enough to ensure that f^ ijklm
only contributes to the surface energy of the material. From Eq.
(13) the form of f^ ijklm for the present model can be written, impos-
ing the necessary symmetries in {j,k} and {l,m}, as
f^ ijklm ¼ 12 f^ ðeilkdjm þ eimkdjl þ eiljdkm þ eimjdklÞ ð25Þ
so f^ ijklm – f^ ilmjk therefore this model does not have surface energy in
the sense explained in this section.
4. Chiral behaviour
Discussing the more general theory of elasticity with micro-
structure, Mindlin (1964) mentions that for centrosymmetric, iso-
tropic materials the material parameters that are odd-rank tensors
must be zero, and then implicitly uses the same result for gradient
elasticity. It is common however, in the literature, to omit the ref-
erence to centrosymmetry when discussing the reduction from the
linear to the isotropic case.
To obtain the form III expressions for a centrosymmetric isotro-
pic material, however, isotropic odd-rank material parameter
pseudo-tensors are indeed used. This leads to the presence of the
f parameter in Eq. (15), which is derived from f ijklm (while gijklm
vanishes anyway). The contribution of the even-rank tensor bijkl,
on the other hand, must be zero. This fact is however easily ex-
plained by considering the physical requirements for W .
The value of the potential energy density W should not depend
on the choice of either a right-handed or left-handed coordinate
system, therefore it must be a scalar and not a pseudo-scalar.
The same requirement then applies to the terms in the sum deﬁn-
ing W , which must be themselves scalars. This does not mean that
pseudo-tensorial quantities cannot appear in the expression of W ,
indeed in form III the kinematic quantity jij is itself a pseudo-ten-
sor. Pseudo-tensors must however be combined in such ways so as
to make W a scalar. For the linear case, this means that in Eq. (10)
cijkl; dijkl; aijklmn and gijklm must be tensors while bijkl and f ijklm must be
pseudo-tensors. For the isotropic case, all material parameters in
Eq. (15) must be scalars except for b which must be pseudo-scalar.
As a pseudo-scalar, b is amaterial parameter that discriminates be-
tween ‘‘right-hand’’ and ‘‘left-hand’’ deformations. Therefore, the pres-
ence of b (or, alternatively, f^ for mode II) introduces chirality in the
behaviour of an isotropic linear gradient elasticmaterial. It is thus seen
that chirality is introduced not by the presence of deformation-type
pseudo-tensors in the expression for the potential energy density,
but by the presence of material parameters that are pseudo-tensors.
As clearly seen in the form III expression (15), chirality contrib-
utes to the potential energy densityW only if the rotation gradient
jij is non-zero. Chirality in isotropic linear gradient elasticity is
therefore only present in three-dimensional strain conditions, in
which case the material can be seen as discriminating between
right-hand and left-hand torsion. This can be easily seen in the
examples presented in Section 6.
5. Stress–strain relations, equilibrium equation and numerical
implementation
5.1. Stress–strain relations and equilibrium equation
Considering the case of form II isotropic linear gradient elastic-
ity, the stresses and double-stresses are easily derived from Eq.
(14) assij ¼ kdijpp þ 2lij þ f^ epqij^pqj þ epqjj^pqi
  ð26Þ
l^ijk ¼ 12 a^1 dijj^kpp þ 2djkj^ppi þ dikj^jpp
 þ 2a^2djkj^ipp
þ a^3ðdijj^ppk þ dikj^ppjÞ þ 2a^4j^ijk þ a^5 j^kji þ j^jki
 
þ f^ ðeikpjp þ eijpkpÞ ð27Þ
where the terms containing f^ are those related to the chiral behav-
iour. These additional terms introduce dependence of the stresses
on the strain gradients and of the double stresses on the strains.
The equilibrium equation in terms of stresses and double stres-
ses does not depend on the constitutive model used and is there-
fore the same as given by Mindlin (1964),
sjk  l^ijk;i
 
;j þ Fk ¼ 0 ð28Þ
where Fk are body forces. Substituting the stress–strain equations
(26) and (27) into Eq. (28) and using the deﬁnitions (5) yields the
equilibrium equation in terms of displacements
ðkþ 2lÞ up;pk  l21up;pssk
 
 l ðup;pk  uk;ppÞ  l22ðup;pssk  uk;ppssÞ
 
þ f^ epqkuq;pss þ Fk ¼ 0 ð29Þ
where the lengths l1 and l2 are given by
l21 ¼
2 a^1 þ a^2 þ a^3 þ a^4 þ a^5ð Þ
kþ 2l ; l
2
2 ¼
a^3 þ 2a^4 þ a^5
2l
ð30Þ
Considering for simplicity Cartesian coordinates, we note that
for plane strain conditions (uz = 0,@/@z = 0) the equilibrium Eq.
(29) in the x and y directions do not include f^ and coincide with
those for the non-chiral case. The equilibrium equation in the z
direction, however, does not vanish but becomes
f^
@2
@x2
þ @
2
@y2
 !
@uy
@x
 @ux
@y
 
¼ 0 ð31Þ
This means that a problem that has a plane strain solution for
f^ ¼ 0 may not have such a solution for f^ – 0. However, if the prob-
lem does have a plane strain solution for f^ – 0, then this solution
does not depend on f^ (the corresponding term in W^ is identically
zero) and therefore does not exhibit chiral behaviour.
5.2. Numerical implementation
In the ﬁnite-element method it is useful to express the stress–
strain relation in a matrix form. In gradient elasticity this is efﬁ-
ciently done by introducing a ‘‘generic stress’’ vector s that in-
cludes both stresses and double-stresses and a ‘‘generic strain’’
vector  that includes both strains and strain gradients (Papanicol-
opulos et al., 2010) deﬁned so that
Ts ¼ sijij þ l^ijkj^ijk ð32Þ
The ordering of the components in  and s can be selected arbi-
trarily, as long as it is the same in both vectors. A convenient,
though at ﬁrst sight counterintuitive, form of these vectors is
T ¼ f11 22 33 2j^123 2j^231 2j^312
j^333 j^311 j^322 2j^131 2j^223 212
j^111 j^122 j^133 2j^212 2j^331 223
j^222 j^233 j^211 2j^323 2j^112 231g
ð33Þ
sT ¼ fs11 s22 s33 l^123 l^231 l^312
l^333 l^311 l^322 l^131 l^223 s12
l^111 l^122 l^133 l^212 l^331 s23
l^222 l^233 l^211 l^323 l^112 s31g
ð34Þ
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s ¼ D ð35Þ
For the speciﬁc form of  and s given in Eqs. (33) and (34), the ma-
trix D has the block-diagonal form
D ¼
Dð1Þ   
 Dð2Þ  
  Dð2Þ 
   Dð2Þ
2
6664
3
7775 ð36Þ
where the matrices D(1) and D(2) are given by
Dð1Þ ¼
kþ 2l k k  f^ f^
k kþ 2l k f^  f^
k k kþ 2l f^ f^ 
 f^ f^ a^4 12 a^5 12 a^5
f^  f^ 12 a^5 a^4 12 a^5
f^ f^  12 a^5 12 a^5 a^4
2
666666666664
3
777777777775
ð37ÞDð2Þ ¼
2ða^1 þ a^2 þ a^3 þ a^4 þ a^5Þ a^1 þ 2a^2 a^1 þ 2a^2 12 a^1 þ a^3 12 a^1 þ a^3 
a^1 þ 2a^2 2ða^2 þ a^4Þ 2a^2 12 a^1 þ a^5 12 a^3 f^
a^1 þ 2a^2 2a^2 2ða^2 þ a^4Þ 12 a^3 12 a^1 þ a^5 f^
1
2 a^1 þ a^3 12 a^1 þ a^5 12 a^3 12 a^3 þ a^4 þ 12 a^5 12 a^3  12 f^
1
2 a^1 þ a^3 12 a^3 12 a^1 þ a^5 12 a^3 12 a^3 þ a^4 þ 12 a^5 12 f^
 f^ f^  12 f^ 12 f^ l
2
666666666664
3
777777777775
ð38ÞBesides allowing for simpler ﬁnite-element computations, the
form of the Dmatrix presented here also provides a clear represen-
tation of which components of the static quantities are related to
which components of the kinematic quantities and how these rela-
tions are affected by the introduction of chiral behaviour.
Note that many different formulations have been proposed in
the literature for the numerical solution of gradient elasticity prob-
lems (though in most cases only two-dimensional problems are
considered). In the case of C1 ﬁnite elements (Zervos et al., 2009)
and C1 natural elements (Fischer et al., 2010) chirality is easily
introduced by using directly the constitutive matrix D presented
here. The same applies to mixed elements with Lagrange multipli-
ers (Matsushima et al., 2002), where Eq. (36) gives a submatrix of
the total constitutive matrix.
In other cases, however, such as when using penalty methods
(Zervos, 2008), implicit gradient models (Askes and Gutiérrez,
2006) or the boundary element method (Tsepoura et al., 2003),
additional calculations must be carried out to properly introduce
the chiral behaviour.6. Example problems
This section presents two simple examples showing the effect
of chirality in the mechanical behaviour of an isotropic linear gra-
dient elastic material.
6.1. Torsion of a hollow cylinder
6.1.1. Problem description and analytical solution
Consider a cylinder of height H internal radius ra and external
radius rb (see Fig. 1). The cylinder is subjected to torsion by two ri-
gid plates: the lower one is kept ﬁxed (uh = uz = 0 for z = 0) whilethe upper one is rotated by an angle u around the z axis (uh = ur,
uz = 0 for z = H). To further simplify the solution, the additional
boundary condition @ur/@z = 0 is applied at both z = 0 and z = H
(while the displacement ur is unconstrained).
The analytical solution, presented in detail in Appendix A, gives
the following expressions for the displacement ﬁeld
ur ¼ f^ur2ðkþ lÞH ; uh ¼
urz
H
; uz ¼ 0 ð39Þ
For f^ ¼ 0 we obtain ur = 0 and the gradient elastic solution for the
displacements coincides with the solution of classical elasticity. If
f^ – 0, however, then ur– 0, therefore torsion produces radial defor-
mation. Moreover, the sign of ur depends on the sign of the product
f^u. If f^u > 0, i.e. u has the same sign as f^ , then torsion produces
dilation in the radial direction, otherwise it produces contraction.
The material therefore exhibits chirality, since the presence of the
f^ material parameter discriminates between the two directions of
torsion.
As an indication of the relative magnitude of the radial and tan-
gential displacement, we consider here the ratio of the maximumradial displacement (occurring on the exterior surface of the cylin-
der) over the maximum tangential displacement (occurring on the
top exterior edge). From Eqs. (39) and (22)
umaxr
umaxh
¼ jf^ j
2ðkþ lÞH <
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
lð2a^4  a^5Þ
p
2
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p
ðkþ lÞH ð40Þ
In the usually employed case where a^1 ¼ a^3 ¼ a^5 ¼ 0 and l1 = l2 = l,
the above relation yields
umaxr
umaxh
<
1 2mﬃﬃﬃ
6
p l
H
ð41Þ
where m is Poisson’s ratio. Since l is considered to be a length related
to microstructure that is quite smaller than the size of the specimen
(given here by the height H), the above relation shows that umaxr will
be also quite smaller than umaxh .
6.1.2. Numerical solution
The problem presented in Section 6.1.1 is solved here using the
ﬁnite-element method. We use a three-dimensional C1 formulation
with tri-cubic Hermite hexahedra (Papanicolopulos et al., 2009),
which has been shown to provide sufﬁcient accuracy even when
using a small number of elements. As mentioned in Section 5, chi-
rality is conveniently introduced in this formulation just by adding
in D the terms including the f^ parameter, without the need for any
additional calculation.
The material parameters used are k ¼ 7000; l ¼ 3000; l1 ¼
l2 ¼ 0:001; a1 ¼ a3 ¼ a5 ¼ 0; a2 ¼ kl21=2 ¼ 0:0035; a4 ¼ ll22 ¼
0:003 and f^ ¼ 2. The geometry and applieddisplacements are given
by H = 0.02, ra = 0.02, rb = 0.04 and / = ±0.002.
The results are shown in Fig. 2 for / > 0 and Fig. 3 for / < 0, in
both cases for a coarse mesh with 16 elements. The displacements
at the top exterior edge are calculated analytically as uh = 8  105
Hr rab
φ
Fig. 1. Torsion of a hollow cylinder.
Fig. 2. Finite element results for the torsion of a hollow cylinder, for / > 0 and f^ > 0
(thin lines indicate the undeformed mesh).
Fig. 3. Finite element results for the torsion of a hollow cylinder, for / < 0 and f^ > 0
(thin lines indicate the undeformed mesh).
a a
a
a τ
x
y
Fig. 4. A zero-width crack under mode III deformation.
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ror of less than 1%.
Following usual ﬁnite element practice, the displacements in
Figs. 2 and 3 have been exaggerated. Note however that the scaling
has been carried out in cylindrical coordinates (while the computa-
tions are obviously done in Cartesian coordinates), since scaling in
Cartesian coordinates would introduce a non-physical change of
the radii of the upper face. The use of scaling in cylindrical coordi-
nates also allows for different scaling factors in the radial and tan-
gential directions (6000 times and 100 times, respectively in these
examples) to make evident the change in radius due to chirality.
6.2. Mode III crack
The mode III crack in (non-chiral) linear gradient elasticity has
been considered by different authors (e.g. Vardoulakis et al.,
1996; Zhang et al., 1998; Georgiadis, 2003). Detailed numerical
results are presented by Papanicolopulos and Zervos (2010).Consider the body given in Fig. 4, with a zero-width crack sub-
jected to mode III deformation. To allow for simpler computations,
the body is considered to be inﬁnitely long in the z direction, so
that all ﬁelds depend only on x and y.
The problem is solved numerically using a single layer of tri-cu-
bic Hermite hexahedra, with the appropriate degrees of freedom
set to zero to make the solution independent of z. The material
parameters are the same as in the previous example, while
a = 0.01 and the applied load is s = ±3. Taking advantage of the
symmetries and antisymmetries of the problem and imposing
the appropriate boundary conditions, only the upper half of the
body is discretised, using a non-uniform structured mesh of 200
elements, as shown in Fig. 5.
While in the classical and in the non-chiral gradient case the
only non-zero displacement component is uz(x,y), the numerical
results show that in the chiral case ux(x,y) and uy(x,y) are also
non-zero. Indicatively, Fig. 6 shows the displacement in the y direc-
tion of the upper face of the crack (normalised by the uz displace-
ment of the edge of the crack).
The mechanical response is chiral since reversing the load, and
therefore the direction of torsion, changes the sign of the displace-
ment uy (which would be zero in the non-chiral case).
Note that the displacement uy of the lower face of the crack
(which is not discretised in this example) is equal and opposite
Fig. 5. Mesh used for the mode III crack problem (symmetry/antisymmetry
conditions applied along thick line).
Fig. 6. Mode III crack: crack opening displacement in y direction.
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directions one part of the upper face will have uy < 0, with the
respective part of the lower face having uy > 0. The actual solution
of the problem is therefore more complex, as it involves contact
between the crack faces. This has actually been found to be the
case also for different other mode III crack geometries.7. Conclusions
While it is usual to consider only the centrosymmetric behav-
iour of gradient elastic solids, the theory of gradient elasticity is
able to describe chiral behaviour even in the isotropic linear case.
This paper shows how for isotropic materials this behaviour is rep-
resented by the introduction of a single additional material param-
eter, in contrast to the usually employed isotropic linear Cosserat
elasticity which introduces three different additional parameters
related to chirality.
Positive deﬁniteness of the potential energy density imposes a
bound on the absolute value of the additional parameter, which
however can be either negative or positive. Indeed, it is shown that
this parameter is a pseudo-scalar, and therefore its sign is actually
dependent on the handedness of the coordinate system, without
however affecting the overall material behaviour which remains
independent of the coordinate system, and thus objective. As the
chiral effect depends on the gradient of rotation, the sign of the
additional parameter relative to the handedness of the coordinate
system discriminates between left-handed and right-handed tor-
sion. This is clearly shown using two example problems.
The applicability of the model presented in this paper to speciﬁc
materials and structures, for example carbon nanotubes as men-
tioned in the introduction or other materials exhibiting chirality,
is a hypothesis which requires extensive experimental veriﬁcation,
as is always the case in continuum modelling. Another important
issue is linking the continuum chiral behaviour to speciﬁc proper-ties of the discrete material microstructure. As this is actually a
part of a much more general open problem, that concerns the
whole of the gradient elastic behaviour and not only its chiral part,
extensive additional research is needed in this direction.
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Appendix A. Analytical solution of hollow cylinder torsion
To obtain an analytical solution to the problem of the torsion of
a hollow cylinder, described in Section 6, we assume the following
general form of the solution for the displacements in cylindrical
coordinates
ur ¼ AðrÞ; uh ¼ rBðzÞ; uz ¼ 0 ðA:1Þ
Substituting into the equilibrium Eq. (29) yields the following dif-
ferential equations
ðkþ 2lÞð1 l21r2Þr2AðrÞ  f^ r
d3BðzÞ
dz3
¼ 0 ðA:2Þ
l 1 l22
d2
dz2
 !
d2
dz2
BðzÞ ¼ 0 ðA:3Þ
f^
d2
dz2
BðzÞ ¼ 0 ðA:4Þ
where the Laplacian in Eq. (A.2) is given by
r2 ¼ d
2
dr2
þ 1
r
d
dr
 1
r2
ðA:5Þ
For f^ – 0, Eq. (A.4) together with the boundary conditions uh = 0
for z = 0 and uh = r/ for z = H yield the solution uz = r/z/H. This solu-
tion satisﬁes Eq. (A.3), while Eq. (A.2) yields
AðrÞ ¼ C1r þ C2=r þ C3I1ðr=l1Þ þ C4K1ðr=l1Þ ðA:6Þ
where I1 and K1 are the modiﬁed Bessel functions of the ﬁrst and
second kind, respectively and of order one. Requiring that the trac-
tions and double tractions on the internal and external faces of the
hollow cylinder are all zero yields after extensive calculations
C1 ¼ 12
f^
kþ l
/
H
; C2 ¼ C3 ¼ C4 ¼ 0 ðA:7Þ
so that ﬁnally the solution of the problem is
ur ¼ f^ur2ðkþ lÞH ; uh ¼
urz
H
; uz ¼ 0 ðA:8Þ
The non-zero tractions and double tractions on the top face are
P^h ¼ l/rH ; P^z ¼
4kþ 3l
kþ l
f^/
H
; R^r ¼ f^/r2H ðA:9Þ
The non-zero edge tractions on the top exterior edge are
E^h ¼ 2a^4  a^5  f^
2
kþ l
 !
/
2H
; E^z ¼  f^/r2H ðA:10Þ
while on the top interior edge the edge tractions are equal and
opposite. Similar expressions hold for the bottom face and bottom
edges, with all signs reversed except for R^r .
752 S.-A. Papanicolopulos / International Journal of Solids and Structures 48 (2011) 745–752The tractions P^h and E^h are actually reactions to the imposed
tangential displacement, while P^z and E^z are reactions to the im-
posed zero displacement in the z direction. Since for f^ – 0 the dou-
ble traction R^r is not zero, it is necessary to impose the additional
boundary condition @ur/@z = 0 on the top and bottom faces in order
to obtain the solution (A.8).
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